
Neptune Retrograde 2024

aspects made to your natal planets and house cusps at the start of the

retrograde:
Major aspects are 26 - 29 degrees of:

Conjunction: Pisces (strong impact, strong

spiritual & intuitive energy with whatever is

being aspected, but also foggy)

Sextile: Taurus & Capricorn (beneficial

aspect, helpful creativity and instincts with

whatever is being sextiled)

Square: Gemini & Sagittarius (challenging

aspect, difficulty seeing what’s right in front

of you with whatever is being squared and

needing to be more realistic)

Trine: Cancer & Scorpio (beneficial aspect,

feeling compassionate & imaginative with

whatever is being trined)

Opposition: Virgo (challenging aspect, the

fog can feel out of control with whatever it

being aspected)

TURN RETROGRADE:

JULY 2ND 2024 @ 6:40AM ET/3:40AM PT AT 29 DEGREES 56 MINUTES PISCES

potential impact of aspects & plan for managing:



Neptune Retrograde 2024

aspects made to your natal planets and house cusps at the end of the

retrograde:

Major aspects are 24 degrees 8

minutes to 29 degrees 59 minutes of:

Conjunction: Pisces (amplifying)

Sextile: Taurus & Capricorn

(beneficial)

Square: Gemini & Sagittarius

(challenging)

Trine: Cancer & Scorpio (beneficial)

Opposition: Virgo (challenging)

TURN DIRECT:

DECEMBER 7TH 2024 @ 6:43PM ET/3:43PM PT AT 27 DEGREES 8 MINUTES PISCES

potential impact of aspects & plan for managing:



Neptune Retrograde 2024

Which natal house(s) does Neptune retrograde occur in for you? What does this house rule?

How could there be more fogginess, and with what? What do you need to be more realistic

about? How can you be more vulnerable and need healthy boundaries? How can you

strengthen intuition with whatever the house(s) rules? Potential impact & plan to manage:



Neptune Retrograde 2024

NEPTUNE RETROGRADE ASPECTS

CONJUNCTIONS:

Note the major aspects Neptune makes to your natal planets while retrograde, when they will impact you,

their potential impact, and how you can deal with them:

SEXTILES & TRINES:

SQUARES & OPPOSITIONS:



Neptune Retrograde 2024

ANARETIC NEPTUNE IN PISCES

MAY 2ND TO SEPTEMBER 4TH

ground yourself

strengthen intuition

make productive use of

imagination

have healthy boundaries

show compassion

This supercharges the energy of the

planet, so we’re looking at even foggier

energy. Can be especially strong

around the turn retrograde since that

occurs at the anaretic degree.

Need to:

Any natal planets or bodies at 29

degrees of any sign can get triggered in

a big way, so give extra attention to

them.

List any planets or bodies in your natal chart you have at 29 degrees,
what they rule, and how you can work with them during Neptune

retrograde:



Neptune Retrograde 2024

PISCES LUNAR ECLIPSE

SEPTEMBER 17TH 2024 (10:35PM ET/7:35PM PT)

25 DEGREES 41 MINUTES PISCES

Is conjunct Neptune. This is super

emotional, super karmic, and super

spiritual energy. There can be

something significant, important

that has to be released, finished, or

understood. Something hidden can

also be revealed at this time.

Major aspects are 20 degrees 41

minutes - 29 degrees 59 minutes

of:

Pisces - conjunction

Taurus, Capricorn - sextile

Gemini, Sagittarius - square

Cancer, Scorpio - trine

Virgo - opposition

How can you tend to your emotional needs, what karma can you
work through, what can be released or finished, and what can be

revealed with this eclipse, and how:



Neptune Retrograde 2024

THE POTENTIAL IMPACT TO YOUR RISING SIGN AND/OR SUN SIGN & ANY EXTRA NOTES:
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